Actors With a Clue!
Made-to-Order Events & Entertainment
Unveils Expanded Line-up, NEW Corporate Event Services
If you’re looking for a wonderfully-different way to enjoy meetings and
conferences and take team building to the next level, give Florida-based
Actors With a Clue! serious consideration
“It’s all in my company name,” says Lori Revilla, Owner and Event
Consultant of Actors With a Clue! “You get my dedicated, professional cast
and crew who have a clue about everything they are doing. I listen to
clients, I customize, I bring everything for a great event. What I don’t bring
is canned material: Every show and concept is conceived by and written by
me and my pros—allowing us to completely customize our entertainment to
your attendees’ needs.”
Currently, Actors With a Clue! services all of Florida, Georgia and North and
South Carolina.
Revilla is unique in the sense that she is both a planner and supplier,
providing seamless integration across corporate events with her sister
company, Events From Lori. She has over 20 years’ experience as a former
SAG-AFTRA actor, event consultant and public relations executive, having
provided her talents to Office Depot, Truly Nolen, Dunkin’ Donuts, the Coast
Guard Foundation and others.
She is a 2018 CMP candidate.

Try one of these at your next meeting, tradeshow or convention:
Interactive Scavenger Hunts
Full interaction is the main ingredient in the recipe for our corporate
scavenger hunts. Employees are placed into teams and sent out to find
characters and clues strategically placed around the property. Professional
actors are stationed across the designated venue or event site for maximum
coverage and to facilitate the event from start to finish. Tasks are customcreated for your theme or goal.
Mystery Dinners or Full Weekend Retreats
Your employees can be part of the show and interact as an "audience actor,"
or they can just sit back and enjoy. No one is ever forced to do anything,
except have fun. Mysteries from Actors With a Clue! allow attendees to
experience the entire event, so staff, food and setting may be fully
appreciated, and no one feels rushed or like they’re missing the action.
Retreats start when employees arrive with the introduction of a character or
two...add all the elements of cocktails and dinner...and then wrap things up
the following day, where the mystery is solved.
Atmosphere Actors/Comedic “Bust Ins"
Actors With a Clue! has several themes to choose from, ready to go, for
Atmosphere Actors; or the actors will incorporate a set theme from your
conference or meeting. Perfect for auctions, galas or for when lighter
entertainment is preferred. “Bust Ins” are shorter programs around 20
minutes in length and are most effective for cocktail hours, room
changeovers or even during dessert.
“I’ve been on both sides of the event platform,” Revilla states. “So I have
seen firsthand what works, what doesn’t work and what can be done to
ensure a match with the ideal event services for your company functions.”
For more information, visit Actors With a Clue!, Events From Lori, or call
561-207-8947.

